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Future Vehicle Driven by Electricity and
Control—Research on Four-Wheel-Motored

“UOT Electric March II”
Yoichi Hori, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The electric vehicle (EV) is the most exciting object to
apply “advanced motion control” technique. As an EV is driven by
electric motors, it has the following three remarkable advantages:
1) motor torque generation is fast and accurate; 2) motors can be
installed in two or four wheels; and 3) motor torque can be known
precisely. These advantages enable us to easily realize: 1) high per-
formance antilock braking system and traction control system with
minor feedback control at each wheel; 2) chassis motion control
like direct yaw control; and 3) estimation of road surface condi-
tion. “UOT Electric March II” is our novel experimental EV with
four in-wheel motors. This EV is made for intensive study of ad-
vanced motion control of an EV.

Index Terms—Adhesion control, antilock braking system (ABS),
body slip angle estimation, direct yaw control (DYC), electric ve-
hicle (EV), estimation of road surface condition, motion control,
slip ratio control (SRC), traction control system (TCS).

I. THREE ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE

RECENTLY, pure electric vehicles (PEVs) have achieved
sufficient driving performance thanks to drastic improve-

ments in motors and batteries. On the other hand, hybrid EVs
(HEVs), like the Toyota Prius, will be widely used in the next
ten years. Fuel-cell vehicles (FCVs) will be the major vehicles
in the 21st century. Such development has the strong incentives
of energy efficiency and global environmental protection.

However, it is not well recognized that the most distinct ad-
vantage of the EV is the quick and precise torque generation of
the electric motor. If we do not utilize this merit, the EV will
never be used in the future. For example, if a diesel HEV is de-
veloped, its energy consumption will be extremely low. The EV
cannot compete against such vehicles in terms of energy effi-
ciency or CO emissions. On the contrary, if we recognize the
advantage of the EV in control performance and succeed in the
development of new concept vehicles, a bright future will be
waiting for us.

We can summarize the advantages of the EV into the fol-
lowing three points.

1) Torque generation of an electric motor is very quick and
accurate.

This is the essential advantage. The electric motor’s
torque response is several milliseconds, 10–100 times as
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fast as that of the internal combustion engine or hydraulic
braking system. This enables feedback control and we
can change vehicle characteristics without any change in
characteristics from the driver. This is exactly based on
the concept of a two-degrees-of-freedom (2DOF) control
system. A “Super Antilock Brake System (ABS)” will be
possible. Moreover, an ABS and traction control system
(TCS) can be integrated, because a motor can generate
both acceleration or deceleration torques. If we can use
low-drag tires, it will greatly contribute to energy saving.

2) A motor can be attached to each wheel.
Small but powerful electric motors installed into each

wheel can generate even the antidirectional torques on left
and right wheels. Distributed motor location can enhance
the performance of Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) such
as Direct Yaw Control (DYC). It is not permitted for an
Internal Combustion engine Vehicle (ICV) to use four en-
gines, but it is all right to use four small motors without a
big cost increase.

3) Motor torque can be measured easily.
There is much smaller uncertainty in driving or braking

torque generated by an electrical motor, compared to that
of an IC engine or hydraulic brake. It can be known from
the motor current. Therefore, a simple “driving force ob-
server” can be designed and we can easily estimate the
driving and braking force between tire and road surface
in real time. This advantage will contribute greatly to ap-
plication of new control strategies based on road condi-
tion estimation. For example, it will be possible to alert
the driver, “We have now entered a snowy road!”

These advantages of the electric motor will open the new possi-
bility of novel vehicle motion control for electric vehicles. Our
final target is to realize a novel vehicle control system with four
independently controlled in-wheel motors, as depicted in Figs. 1
and 2. It shows the integrated system with “minor feedback con-
trol loop at each wheel” and “total chassis controller” as an outer
weak feedback loop. Here, Model-Following Control (MFC) is
drawn as an example of the minor loop. A very short time delay
is required for the actuator to perform such effective feedback
controls.

II. WHAT CAN WE DO WITH AN EV?

As examples of novel control techniques, which can be real-
ized primarily in EVs, we are investigating several techniques.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of “UOT March II.”

Fig. 2. Control system to be realized in “UOT March II.”

A. Adhesion Control of Tire and Road Surface

In this control method, the advantage of an electric motor is
most effectively utilized:

1) MFC;
2) Slip Ratio Control (SRC);
3) cooperation with higher level control like DYC;
4) wheel skid detection without vehicle speed knowledge.

B. High-Performance Braking Control

We can realize a higher performance braking control system
like an elevator utilizing an electric motor’s controllability:

1) pure electric braking control in a whole speed range;
2) hybrid ABS for HEV; fast but small torque electric brake

can assist hydraulic brake system, which has big torque
but slow response;

3) direct control of driving force at each tire.

C. Two-Dimensional Attitude Control

The aim of two-dimensional attitude control is basically to
find the solution to the problem of how to mix the controls of

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF “UOT ELECTRIC MARCH II”

(yaw rate) and (body slip angle). It consists of linearization of
transfer characteristic from driver’s angle to and control
to be zero:

1) decoupling control of and ;
2) higher performance coordination of Active Front Steering

(AFS) and DYC;
3) vehicle dynamics control based on estimation;
4) dynamic driving force distribution considering side force

and cooperation with suspension system under changing
load.

D. Road Surface Condition Estimation

As the motor torque can be known easily from the motor cur-
rent, we can apply various kinds of estimation techniques:

1) estimation of gradient of – curve;
2) estimation of the maximum friction coefficient;
3) estimation of the optimal slip ratio to be used for SRC;
4) higher performance DYC based on the estimation of road

surface condition.

III. NOVEL EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE

“UOT MARCH II”

Our EV “UOT (University of Tokyo) Electric March II” was
constructed in 2001. The most remarkable feature of this EV
is the in-wheel motor mounted in each wheel. We can control
each wheel torque completely and independently. Regenerative
braking is, of course, available. We built this EV ourselves by
remodeling a Nissan March.

Table I lists the specifications of the “UOT Electric March
II.” It uses a permanent-magnet (PM) motor and has a built-in
drum brake and reduction gear. The motor unit is as compact as
the wheel. Two motors are placed at the ends of each driving
shaft, and attached to the base chassis as shown in Fig. 3(a)
and (d). The electric motors are controlled by on-board personal
computers (PCs).

We use another PC for motion control. They are connected to
several sensors, such as, a fiber-optical gyro sensor, three-axis
acceleration sensor, and so on. A motion controller is installed
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Fig. 3. Main parts of UOT Electric March II. (a) Front motors. (b) Rear motors.
(c) Inverters. (d) Batteries.

in the second PC. It outputs the motor torque references, and
two inverter units generate the required motor torques. Precise
torque generation is achieved by the motor current controller in
the inverter units. In order to detect steering angle, the encoder
signal for EPS is used.

IV. ANTISKID CONTROL IN LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION

In this section, a wheel controller for skid prevention is pro-
posed. The starting point of this idea is to utilize the knowledge
obtained in advanced motion control techniques of electric mo-
tors. Generally speaking, a feedback controller can change me-
chanical plant dynamics. For example, the plant can be insen-
sitive to disturbance if an appropriate feedback controller is ap-
plied. Fast response of the actuator, which is readily available in
an EV, can realize such controls. We propose two anti-slip con-
trollers: MFC and SRC.

A. MFC

In the simple model of one wheel shown in Fig. 4, the slip
ratio is given by

(1)

where is the vehicle chassis velocity, and is the wheel
velocity given by . and are the wheel radius and
rotational velocity, respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of MFC. is the acceler-
ation command roughly proportional to the acceleration pedal
angle. , where is the driver’s command torque.
increases drastically when the tire slips.

Vehicle dynamics including tire and road surface character-
istics are very complicated, but if we use the slip ratio , the

Fig. 4. One wheel model.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the proposed feedback controller “MFC.”

vehicle body can be seen as one inertia system with the equiva-
lent inertia moment given by

(2)

Here, , and are the total equivalent mass,
wheel mass. and equivalent vehicle mass. Equation (2) means
that the vehicle seems lighter when the tire slips and increases.
We used with as the reference model.

When there is no slip, is almost equal to . No
control signal is generated from the MFC controller. If the tire
slips, actual speed increases quickly. Model speed does not
increase. Hence, by feeding back the speed difference to motor
current command, the motor torque is reduced quickly and it
induces re-adhesion.

As this control function is needed only in relatively higher
frequency region, a high-pass filter with time constant is used
on the feedback path.

When a vehicle starts skidding, the wheel velocity changes
rapidly. For example, if a vehicle starts skidding during accel-
eration, its wheel velocity increases rapidly, and during decel-
eration, it decreases rapidly due to the wheel lock. Such rapid
change of wheel velocity is observed as a sudden drop of wheel
inertia moment. Based on this viewpoint, we design the MFC
as shown in Fig. 5. Using (3) as the nominal model inertia, this
controller can suppress sudden drop of inertia. Applying this
controller, the dynamics of the skidding wheel becomes closer
to that of the adhesive wheel.

Experiments were carried out with “UOT March-I”, which is
our first laboratory-made EV constructed in 1997. To simulate
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Fig. 6. Experimental results of MFC for skid prevention with � = 0:1.

Fig. 7. Results of rapid braking experiment. (a) Without MFC. (b) With MFC.

Fig. 8. Typical �–� curve.

Fig. 9. Slip ratio controller.

Fig. 10. Experimental results of SRC.

a slippery low- road, we put aluminum plates of 14-m length
on the asphalt, and spread water on them. The peak of this test
road was estimated at about 0.5.

Fig. 6 shows the time responses of slip ratio. In these exper-
iments, the vehicle was accelerated on the slippery test road,
while the motor torque was increased linearly. Without control,
the slip ratio rapidly increases. On the contrary, the increase of
slip ratio is suppressed when the proposed controller is applied.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental results using “UOT March II”
on a professional test course. The car is decelerated suddenly on
the slippery course, where was about 0.5. Without control,
the wheel velocity rapidly decreased and the vehicle’s wheels
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Fig. 11. Stabilizing effect with controlled four wheels is visualized with vehicle trajectory (rapid brake during curve turning, on a slippery road).

were soon locked as seen in Fig. 7(a). In contrast, when MFC
is applied, the wheels were not locked, and the vehicle stopped
safely [Fig. 7(b)].

B. SRC

MFC showed that electric motor control can change mechan-
ical characteristics. If we need more exactly to regulate the slip
ratio within a specified range, a more precise approach is nec-
essary.

Based on the tire model shown in Fig. 4, under some practical
assumptions, the kinetic equations of the wheel and vehicle take
the forms of

(3)

(4)

The friction force between the road and the wheel is given by

(5)

where is the motor torque (force equivalent), the friction
force, the wheel inertia (mass equivalent), the vehicle
weight, and the vertical force given by . Fig. 8
gives the typical characteristics of a – curve.

From (1), when , the perturbation system is given by

(6)

where and are the wheel and vehicle speeds at a certain
operational point. The frictional force is given by , the gradient
of - curve. is defined by

(7) Fig. 12. Unstable cornering with sudden acceleration without MFC.
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Fig. 13. Vehicle stabilizing effect of our proposed controller MFC.

The transfer function from motor torque to slip ratio is ob-
tained by

(8)

The time constant is given by (10), which is proportional
to the wheel speed

(9)

The typical value of is 150–200 ms when and the
vehicle speed is around 10 km/h. can be negative in the right-
hand side of the peak of the - curve.

A simple proportional–integral (PI) controller with a variable
proportional gain is enough as a slip ratio controller. It is given
by (11) and drawn in Fig. 9

(10)

Fig. 14. Stabilizing effect of MFC installed in each wheel.

The transfer function from the slip ratio command to the ac-
tual slip ratio becomes

(11)

If , this is a simple first-order delay system with the
time constant adjustable by . Here, we put this response time
at 50–100 ms.

Fig. 10 shows the experimental results of SRC using “UOT
March I” and the corresponding simulations. Here, the target
slip ratio is changed stepwise from 0 to various values. We can
see good performance in all cases.

V. LATERAL MOTION STABILIZATION

A. Vehicle Behavior Simulation With MFC in Each Wheel

In the previous section, the minor feedback control at each
wheel was discussed. Next, our interest is in what will happen if
we apply such feedback control to every wheel when the vehicle
is turning on a slippery road.

Here we assume that an in-wheel motor is independently
attached on every wheel, and MFC is applied to each of
them. The simulation results (Fig. 11) show that this minor
loop can enhance the lateral stability effectively. In simula-
tions, the chassis’s 3DOF nonlinear motion dynamics, four
wheels’ rotation, and dynamic load distribution are also care-
fully considered.

The vehicle starts running on the slippery road where
, turning left with steering angle [deg]. Then, at

s, the driver inputs rapid braking torque N
on each wheel. This torque exceeds the limit of adhesion perfor-
mance. Therefore, the wheel skid occurs and the chassis starts to
spin, although the driver stops braking at s. This wheel
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Fig. 15. Experimental results of road condition estimator. The sudden road condition change (a) was sensed with estimated maximum friction force as shown in
(b).

Fig. 16. Experimental results of wheel skid detector. (a) Reference slip ratio indicates that serious skid occurred during 1–2 s, and (b) the proposed method
detected it.

skidding is serious, in particular, at the rear-left wheel, since the
center of gravity is shifted and the load distribution changed.

On the contrary, if MFC is applied independently for each
wheel, such dangerous spin motion is prevented. The rear-left
wheel’s torque is reduced automatically. This method MFC uses
only the local wheel velocity as the feedback signal in each
wheel. Therefore, it differs from conventional attitude control
methods like DYC. The autonomous stabilization of lateral mo-
tion is achieved only by minor feedback control at each wheel.

B. Experiments of Stability Improvement by MFC

Next, we performed actual experiments using “UOT Elec-
tric March II” on a slippery road, known as the skid pad. The
rear-wheel velocities are controlled independently by the two
rear motors, though “UOT March II” has a total of four motors.

At first, “UOT March II” was turning normally in the clock-
wise direction. The turning radius is about 25–30 m and chassis
velocity is about 40 km/h. These values are close to those of
the unstable region. In these experiments, acceleration torque of
1000 N was applied to the two rear motors. Without MFC, this
rapid acceleration torque causes instability as shown in Fig. 12.
The rear right wheel began skidding with much danger. The yaw

Fig. 17. Two ways to understand FCV.

rate grew into the unstable region. The vehicle was in a spin-
ning motion and completely out of control. On the contrary, as
shown in Fig. 13, such dangerous vehicle motion could not be
observed.

Fig. 14 shows a comparison of the vehicle’s trajectories. It
shows that the MFC controller prevents spinout caused by ex-
cessive over steer. One of the remaining problems is the high-
frequency oscillation in rear wheel torques. It can be eliminated
by appropriate vibration suppression control.
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Fig. 18. Two ways to understand FCV with battery, FCHV, or FCEV?

VI. ESTIMATION OF ROAD SURFACE CONDITION

Some important values like slip ratio , body slip angle , or
road peak cannot be measured with practical sensors. As the
motor torque can be generated precisely, its accurate value can
be utilized as an information source. Estimation techniques are
also important, and estimation of such variables can be easily
realized in electric vehicles.

A. Road Condition Estimation

The accurate value of wheel input torque will contribute
greatly to practical and precise estimation. It is available on an
EV with an electric motor, but not on vehicles with combustion
engines. We have proposed an estimation technique of the peak

or maximum friction force during adhesive driving.
Fig. 15 shows the typical experimental results with UOT

March I. This EV runs on the dry asphalt road, then reaches
the wet iron plates. The road condition estimator calculates the
maximum friction force between tire and road surface. This
value indicates the sudden change of road condition, as shown
in the figure. Note that even if the actual driving force is always
less than the maximum frictional force, this method can still
estimate maximum friction force.

This technique can be used as an alarm system to tell the
driver “Please be careful. The car has now entered a slippery
road!”

B. Wheel Skid Detection Without Vehicle Speed

Wheel skid detection is another application of accurate torque
generation of electric motor. This method can detect the wheel
skid without chassis speed measurement. As the motor torque

is known, driving force observer can be designed to estimate
the driving force , which is the friction force between the road
and tire. Its principle is identical to the disturbance observer.
The skid detection algorithm is very simple. When increases
and also increases, the tire should be adhesive. When
increases but does not increase, then it is skidding. Fig. 16
shows the experimental results using UOT March I, where we
can see the validity of this method.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, it has been pointed out that the EV is the most
exciting target of advanced motion control techniques. Our

novel experimental EV “UOT March II” completed in 2001
was introduced. This new four-motor EV will play an important
role in our novel motion control studies of the EV. As a first
attempt, we proved the effectiveness of MFC and SRC. The
most remarkable point of our research is in the utilization of the
electric motor’s advantages: quick, accurate, and distributed
torque generation.

Recent concerns for EVs are mainly focused on energy effi-
ciency and environment, but we believe that future vehicles will
be driven by electricity. If so, control is the most exciting and
important topic. It is hoped that this paper will open a new field
of “motion control” of electric vehicles.

APPENDIX

FCV—ENGINE IS REPLACED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR

In this appendix, the configuration of an FCV will be dis-
cussed. There are mainly two ways to understand an FCV. In
Fig. 17, if we assume that the engine is replaced by an FC-stack
and motor, we should compare the engine and FC-stack in var-
ious aspects, e.g., energy efficiency or power/weight ratio. On
the other hand, if we assume that the gas tank is replaced by an
H tank and FC-stack, the engine is replaced by the motor, then
we can compare the engine and the motor at various points. We
are standing on this viewpoint.

Which do you think is better? We are pursuing the future pos-
sibility of the electric motor’s advantage over an IC engine. An
FCV uses an electric motor. Our development can be utilized
in an FCV as it is. Fig. 18 shows two ways of calling an FCV.
If we start from an HEV like the Toyota Prius, an FCHV is the
natural name of this vehicle. The reasoning is as follows. As an
FC is not enough for power generation and regenerative braking
performance, an additional secondary battery and motor should
be used together. In this meaning, an FCV is similar to an HEV.

On the contrary, if we understand that an FCV is simply using
two types of electric power sources, the electric motor plays an
important role as the main actuator. In our development of the
March Project, we do not care about the kinds of energy sources.
However, the usage of an electric motor is essential and crucial,
because we are utilizing the advantages of the electric motor
from the viewpoint of control. In this meaning, an FCV should
not be called an FCHV but an FCEV.
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